Audio innovation and songs to spur change in global health: evidence from a national crowdsourcing open call for youth social innovation in Malaysia
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ABSTRACT
Introduction Audio innovations remain an important medium to drive innovation in health, especially in low-resource settings. This article explores the role of audio innovation to spur change in the context of a crowdsourcing open call for youth (18–30 years old) in Malaysia.

Methods A crowdsourcing open call for youth in Malaysia was organised from March to June 2021 using standards from the WHO-TDR. The open call was called ‘Imagine the World Anew’ and submission categories included youth-led messaging, youth social innovation and youth strategic planning. We analyse open call submissions and provide a more detailed analysis of an audio submission.

Results A total 43 entries were submitted to the open call and 6 were selected for grand prizes. One of the two grand prizes in the youth messaging category was a song developed by a youth team. The song was called ‘Rise Up’ and was developed by Malaysian youth to demonstrate how youth have been critical agents for change during the COVID-19 pandemic. The audio format allowed the youth to directly speak to other Malaysian youth, leverage existing audio channels and democratise messaging during COVID-19. Building on the experience from this crowdsourcing open call, we also describe key considerations for open calls to incorporate audio innovations in low-resource settings.

Conclusion Audio innovations like songs can mobilise youth and other members of the public and amplify their voices. Audio messages may enhance dissemination of health messages in diverse low-income and middle-income country settings.

INTRODUCTION
Community radio stations in Ethiopia broadcast in more than 30 local languages that are not used by mainstream national and regional radio and television broadcasters. A total of 32 community stations reach an estimated 20 million people in the country, underlining the power of

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ There is a long history of community radio to promote health in many low and middle-income countries.
⇒ COVID-19 has encouraged the development of audio podcasts, hotlines, and related audio resources for health.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ Our data suggest that audio provides a strong platform for embedding social innovations in local communities.
⇒ A crowdsourcing open call for youth social innovation was organised and included audio submissions. A song was the top-ranked submission within the youth messaging category. This demonstrates how open calls can solicit audio innovations.
⇒ This study expands on the literature related to audio social innovation.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE AND/OR POLICY
⇒ Audio innovations may be able to reach people in remote areas (eg, community radio) and people with disabilities who may be reached less well by other methods of communication.
⇒ We provide practical strategies for organising open calls to identify audio innovations.
audio communication in Ethiopia and many other low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). There a rich history of community media in LMICs, including community radio in Bolivian tin mining communities and educational radio from the Catholic church in Colombia. More recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has ushered a renaissance of audio in the form of podcasts (a digital audio file used in audio broadcasting that is typically available as individual episodes or as an entire series or programme), community radio and related audio media. Approximately 83% of Americans aged 12 or older listened to non-digital radio in a given week in 2020, or 41% of such individuals listening to a podcast in the past month in 2021. Radio remains an important method for reaching remote areas, people with disabilities and many others.

Audio media is particularly important in settings with limited internet bandwidth. Audiovisual components such as brief videos and infographics play an important role in health services. Audio telehealth helps address issues relating to access to healthcare that result from inequities in broadband access. One study suggested that telephone services have improved COVID-19 services, especially among low-income people. A review of the use of telephone to improve health behaviour and service delivery found that it has been useful in reducing logistic and system barriers while decreasing costs.

Audio media have been useful as a way of driving innovation in teaching and health promotion. In teaching, podcasting has been found to be helpful in differentiating forms of learning, providing additional support to students who have specific learning needs, and also foster a sense of inclusivity and belonging to a learning community. The use of audio media has also been beneficial for instructors by cutting down on the time needed to provide feedback for students. In the context of health promotion, audio interventions can directly improve health outcomes. Past work has shown that audio interventions such as natural sounds may improve stress recovery, while podcasting and radio can promote weight loss and mindfulness. Audio interventions also provide us a way of storytelling and centring the voices of those who are marginalised. For example, Rx Radio in South Africa uses radio to amplify the voices of children who have been affected by COVID-19. Another crowdsourced podcast invited people to anonymously share stories of assault, abuse and harassment.

Stable radio transmission requires extensive equipment and capital and, therefore, the development of radio programmes have typically been driven and monopolised by privately owned commercial broadcast stations and public service broadcasters. While community radio stations have played an important role in developing and disseminating ground-up content, they still face barriers to scaling up such as licensing and regulatory challenges. However, less research has been done to consider how audio innovations can be used in participatory health processes, especially in LMICs. In response to these challenges, we organised a crowdsourcing open call in Malaysia that included the opportunity for youth to submit text-based, visual and/or audio innovations to contribute to national and regional health policies on COVID-19. A systematic review on crowdsourcing in health and medical research found that such approaches broaden public engagement in research, and can help reduce costs.

We focus on audio media given its relevance to health, and given that limited work has been conducted on the role of radio or podcasting in science. Perhaps more importantly, in the context of the pandemic, overuse of videoconferencing has contributed to a collective sense of zoom fatigue. This suggests the need to provide alternative methods for communication to spur innovation. This study describes a crowdsourcing open call for youth, focusing on a description of one audio innovation and its development.

**METHODS**

**Objectives and participants of the Imagine the world anew open call**

The ITWA Malaysia Youth Open Call 2021 was a collaboration between Impact Hub Kuala Lumpur, Social Entrepreneurship to Spur Health (SESH), the Social Innovation in Health Initiative (SIHI) and was supported by the WHO Western Pacific Region Office and the WHO Representative office to Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam and Singapore. The call was organised with the main objective to mobilise large numbers of youth in Malaysia, and through their voices, inform and contribute to the formulation of national and regional health policies related to COVID-19.

The open call accepted submissions from 23 March 2021 to 7 May 2021 (see online supplemental table 1). The entire open call process was guided by the practical guide on crowdsourcing in health and health research that was developed by WHO/TDR (the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases) and SESH in collaboration with SIHI and the SIHI consensus statement on open calls. In the open call, Malaysian youth aged 18–30 years old were invited to submit entries in English or Bahasa Malaysia. Participants could submit entries as an individual or a group of up to four members, and multiple unique submissions per individual were permitted. Calls for submission were advertised through Malaysian university networks, community radio, online social media ads and youth networks. The posts had reached 40,860, 56,18 and 68,488 individuals through advertisements run on Facebook and Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn, respectively.
Call for submissions
Following the opening of submission, an online event was held on 7 April 2021 to promote the open call to Malaysian youth, and was conducted in conjunction with Minggu Sains Negara (Malaysia Science Week). Participants were given the option to submit their entries to one of three submission tracks, which included Youth-Led Social Innovations in Health, Youth Messaging, and Futures Thinking and Strategic Planning (Future of Health). Overall, submissions were accepted as text (maximum 1000 words), images (maximum file size) of 10 MB, with text to explain the image), videos and music (maximum file size of 2 min, maximum file size) of 200 MB) or digital applications (can be demoware or trial version, with text to explain the application).

Steering committee, selection of entries and judging
A steering committee was set up and comprised 15 individuals who represented youth groups in Malaysia, policy-makers, communications experts, as well as representatives from WHO, SESH, SIHI. The steering committee was tasked to provide strategic advice and guidance on the entire open call process, including reviewing the mentorship processes, supporting the judging and selection of finalists, and planning for events like the final national showcase and the designathon.

A judging panel was also convened to judge entries for the open call, and comprised health professionals, researchers, youth community leaders and partners in health and social innovation organisations. Two rounds of judging were conducted, the first to select 15 finalists and the second to identify the grand finalists that were announced at a national showcase event.

Mentoring support session and online designathon
All finalists were invited to attend both a mentoring support session and an online designathon. Designathons are a multistep process that brings together a multidisciplinary diverse group of individuals to solve a problem in small teams. The mentoring session was divided into three sprints, delivered over 2 days. Each sprint had its own goals and activities so that they can refine their ideas or solutions.

Data analysis
We conducted descriptive analysis of submissions received through the open call to assess the distributions of submissions across each track, geographical representation, as well as gender and age distribution of participants. We conducted a case-study analysis, as such an approach allows for in-depth and multifaceted

Table 1 Submissions guidelines for submission tracks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Submissions guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youth-led social innovations in health</td>
<td>Any youth-led social innovations in health with proposals, ideas, concepts and prototypes to address problems or challenges brought by COVID-19 pandemic in a small or large-scale community; innovations can be in any of the two types:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Innovations to address direct COVID-19 health problems (eg, management of COVID-19 cases, prevention and control of the spread of the virus, contact tracing practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Innovations to address indirect COVID-19 health problems (eg, mental health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application format: Text (descriptions of novel solutions), Image, Video and Digital Apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth messaging</td>
<td>Any youth-focused messages, communication and engagement strategies which can reach and engage young people to encourage the adoption of healthy and safe behaviours, be aware of how individual actions can contribute to collective health, and empower others to protect themselves and their loved ones from COVID-19. These messages could be in the form of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Text (short story/poem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Images (photographs, drawings, paintings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Music and/or spoken word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application format: text (short story/poem), images, videos, music and/or spoken word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futures thinking and strategic planning (future of health)</td>
<td>Create a vision of how you perceive the year 2050 will look. The vision may consider how a living arrangement in a city or other community would look like in 2050 after the COVID-19 pandemic. The vision may highlight key issues in youth lives (eg, work, education, family, health) including future-oriented ideas on the problems or concerns that would emerge in youth lives out of the COVID-19 pandemic. The vision that you create will feed into how countries and local communities must strategically plan for the future to ensure that they are resilient against future changes and adversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application format: Text (descriptions of novel solutions), Image, Video and Digital Apps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
explorations of issues or processes in real-life settings. Case study approaches typically use multiple sources of data for analysis, and in this case, we focused on the main song submission by the winning audio innovation in the youth messaging track, alongside other audio and visual materials submitted throughout the open call process by the winning team, as well as interviews conducted with the team members.

Patient and public involvement
Key stakeholders for the innovation call were involved from the planning stages of the open call through participation in the steering committee. This meant that submission pathways, outcomes, evaluations, commendation and overall design of the open call were guided by the public alongside researchers in this study.

RESULTS
Submissions from the open call
A total 43 entries were submitted to the open call, of which all were eligible for evaluation. Of these, 57.1%, 22.9% and 20.0% were submissions made to the submission tracks of youth-led social innovations, youth messaging and futures thinking and strategic planning, respectively. Most submissions originated from the states of Selangor (44.1%), Johor (17.6%) and Sabah (11.8%), but also drew submissions from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Description of Finalists’ projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N</td>
<td>Team name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sexual Health Yes!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SLED (Student-Led Action Towards Evidence-Based Drug Polities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Team UM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UNTUK Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NENO Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Save The Seas Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Peluang Kedua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Save The Seas Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Moonyy Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>COVID-19 &amp; Youths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>AGROZONIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>KOMOREBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Brand New Malaysia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission numbered 1–8 were from the youth-led innovations submission track, while submissions numbered 9–11 and 12–14 were from the youth messaging, and futures thinking and strategic planning tracks, respectively.
states across the country. Among participants who had submitted entries, a majority of participants in the top 15 teams included female representatives (76.9%). The average age of participants was 23 years old, with a range of 18–29 years old.

Selection of finalists and winners
A total of 15 finalists were selected out of the 43 submissions based on the top-ranking scores that were assigned by the judges. This included nine submissions from the youth-led social innovations track, and three submissions each to the youth messaging and futures thinking and strategic planning track. Finalists were then recognised and celebrated at an open videoconference. A total of 86 people joined the videoconference. The associated Twitter promotion resulted in 5618 impressions, 158 engagements, 18 retweets and 21 likes. On Facebook and Instagram, the post had a reach of 40 850, including 10 500 engagements, 35 shares and 189 likes. On LinkedIn, the post reached 6848 individuals, resulting in 56 reactions and 20 shares. A summary of the project descriptions for all finalists is in Table 2.

Case study on project: rise
Among the 43 submissions made to the ITWA Malaysia Youth Open Call 2021, only one entry proposed an audio innovation. Project: Rise, by the team Save The Seas Malaysia, focused on developing an inspiring song (Rise Up) to empower fellow Malaysian youth to rise up amidst challenges that they face, such as bullying, sexual harassment and violence. The song centred the voices of those who are vulnerable. This submission was the top ranked in the youth messaging category, and the song resonated with judges and youth participants. The song was ranked higher than two other finalists that proposed a poem (text based) that focused on promoting mental health of youth and a poster (visual) that spoke to the issues associated with education and online learning during the pandemic.

The song focuses on empowering youth, especially vulnerable youth, to rise up against COVID-19 adversity. The team drew on their lived experiences of adversity:

The silenced ones: The youth with issues; the youth that is lonely; the youth that is too scared to come forth and speak; also, for those who have the activism in their heart, but doesn’t have the platform to move forward. We want them to rise, and make a change. (Excerpt from Save The Seas’ submission video for judging)

The team chose to focus on developing a song based on their understanding of how music has become a way of bringing diverse individuals together regardless of age, race, gender, nationalities or religion. With this in mind, the team felt that a song was the most appropriate outlet to let people know that ‘every voice matters, and that youth need to be heard, and that youth need to rise up.’ The team’s songwriter explains:

Why did I decide to submit a song? It’s simple really. It’s the most out of the box thing I could think of. Given that the Youth Messaging thematic track usually involve posters or poems, I told myself - why not make a song instead? (Quote from Save The Seas Songwriter)
### Processes and systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Considerations for future Innovators in fostering audio submissions for crowdsourcing events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contest stages</strong></td>
<td><strong>Potential barriers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organising</td>
<td>Steering committee members may not comprise experts who have experience in audio interventions and may privilege ‘traditional’ modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soliciting</td>
<td>Instructions may not give participants to impression that audio interventions are accepted and encouraged. Barriers to entry for song-writing competitions may be high, which may privilege audio ideas or entries with high production value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting</td>
<td>Participants may not be aware that songs, spoken word, podcasts and radio-friendly submissions are acceptable modes of submitting entries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judging</td>
<td>It may be tough to judge music submissions or audio submissions against visual art or other forms of text-based submissions Guidelines for judging audio submissions may not be clear or may not align with traditional judging criteria for audio submissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentorship and capacity-building</td>
<td>Designations may focus largely on full health intervention proposals, but have focused less on building capacity for individuals who have submitted audio entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>Dissemination channels typically leverage on academic or research-focused platforms Lack of engagement from commercial entities (eg, record labels or broadcasting platforms) to assist with further dissemination of song and audio submissions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The song, Rise Up, serves as a rallying call for youth in Malaysia, as the team mentions in their submission video:

The outcast, the bullied, the broken; we are here to encourage you to speak, to voice out. We want you to know that people are listening. We are listening – Rise up – we have each other (Excerpt from Save The Seas’ submission video for judging)

The pandemic posed challenges to the traditional song writing process, as the team had to write the song online. Nevertheless, the team sought innovative solutions, such as the use of online platforms, to collaboratively work on the submission within a limited time frame:

The song-writing process was fairly tough as we were doing it online. My partner and I connected via Discord [a voice over IP, instant messaging and digital distribution platform] where we wrote the second verse and melody. Nonetheless all though it wasn’t a normal experience, we didn’t let it stop us. Thankfully, we were able to finish Rise in a short span of two days. (Quote from Save The Seas Songwriter)

A link to the lyric video, and lyrics to the song may be found in box 1. The audio file to the song has been attached as online supplemental material. The team received assistance from open call mentors in Malaysia to pitch and market the song to commercial musicians and artistes for greater exposure. The guest-of-honour for the national showcase, a high-level health policymaker in Malaysia, was inspired by the efforts of the team and the song, and following the national showcase, offered to assist with this process.

**DISCUSSION**

This crowdsourcing open call lifted up the voices of Malaysian youth to create messages, develop social innovations and inform strategic planning. The song submission was of higher quality based on the assessment of independent judges. Our findings on youth social innovation are consistent with other crowdsourcing open calls focused on youth social innovation.\(^3^0\) This study expands the literature by examining an open call that included audio submissions, providing a case study on song development, and highlighting key considerations for organising open calls for audio in LMIC settings.

Our open call data suggest that youth can develop high-quality audio submissions in Malaysia. Audio can be a powerful tool for spurring behaviour change. Studies in the field of music therapy suggest that music can facilitate behaviour change.\(^3^1\) Experimental studies have found that listening to music may have a positive impact on one’s emotional state, social well-being and stress levels.\(^3^2\)–\(^3^4\) Other audio submissions in the form of spoken word, radio and podcasting should also be considered, based on their benefits and ability to reach youth across a wide range of settings.

Our open call received relatively few audio submissions despite promotion through community radio. This may reflect a lack of structural support for creating audio content rather than the lack of interest among local youth. Based on our experience with the open call, we provide several considerations for those organising
open calls that include audio submissions (table 3). These considerations are organised according to standard WHO/TDR/SHI/SESH stages. 26

Our study has several limitations. First, all open call activities were online because of COVID-19 restrictions. This likely led to the exclusion of individuals, such as individuals who do not have sufficient broadband. This problem could be overcome by partnerships with community radio stations, in-person activities and the use of chat-based apps like WeChat or WhatsApp. 35 WhatsApp has been used in other open calls to spur participation in low-bandwidth areas. 33 Establishing a simple telephone line for audio submissions 17 and partnering with community radio stations 36 have been used effectively in other crowdsourced audio open calls. Second, our analysis only examined data from a single open call. There have been many open calls during the pandemic. 37 At the same time, this open call was organised in partnership with several national health, youth and science organisations and used WHO/TDR standards. Third, given that the open call described in this article was conducted entirely online with relatively few audio submissions, we recommend that future open calls may potentially focus on audio-only submissions with activities that support audio-only approaches, to gather further research insights on the benefits of audio submissions in spurring social innovations.

Our participatory crowdsourcing open call provided a structured mechanism to amplify the voices of youth in Malaysia. Open calls for audio submissions could help to identify excellent ideas in diverse LMIC settings. The use of audio to identify community-led health interventions may also be useful for the larger mission of decolonising global health. 38 Many have suggested that our current systems privilege research-based knowledge formation 39 and as Eurocentric conceptions of knowledge 40 over lived experiences of provincial knowledge. Open calls for audio innovation could be one small step in the larger project of creating more equitable, decolonised modes of participation and knowledge production.
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